KIWISPORT REPORT
In 2020 we were going to use the Kiwi sport money to fund our in school coaching swimming
programme. However COVID 19 and lockdown, and our pool being out of action, prevented this.
Instead in term 4 the money was used for in school coaching of all classes for cricket and
tennis.
Cherylene Neels
Principal

Analysis of Variance Reporting

School Name:

Tomarata School

School Number: 1115

Strategic Aim:

Success for all, wellbeing and community

Annual Aim:

In 2020 we will be covering all NZC principles but with a higher focus on community engagement, Te Tiriti o Waitangi
and learning to learn in Mathematics.

Target:

●

Analysis reporting

●
●
●
●
●
●

Baseline Data:

Achievement: To increase the number of students from Below to at from 45%-60% and increase from at to Above
from 74%-80% in Maths
Student engagement: 90% students enjoying the challenge of problem solving; Explicit cross curriculum maths
opportunities identified in planning.
School organisation and structures: parents and community engagement increases; school-wide engagement
process has a maths focus based on improvement in student outcomes; living document of school support and
resources is formed
Property
Finance
Personnel
Community engagement

School systems and processes didn’t allow for complete whole school data analysis at the end of 2019. It was decided
using the same targets as 2019 would be beneficial while developing systems, processes and capability during 2020.
Overall 65% of our Year 1-8 students are at or above in Reading; 61% are at or above in Writing and 66% are at or
above in Maths.
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In Reading our Year 1 & 2 students, specifically our Maori students, and programmes, require acceleration and our
Year 6 students require extension. Our girls are performing better than our boys.
In Writing our Year 2, 4 and 6 students, specifically our Maori and Pasifika students, and programmes, require
acceleration and our Year 1 students require extension. Our girls are performing better than our boys.
In Maths our Year 3-6 students, specifically our Maori and Pasifika students, and programmes require acceleration and
our Year 1 students require extension. Our boys are performing better than our girls.
Achievement by Year level- proportion of students “at” or “above” expectation at the end of 2020
NB: with the migration from EDGE to HERO in January our Year 8 data was lost

Reading

Writing

Maths

Year 1
15.3%
2 students

Year 2
50%
4 students

Year 3
63.5%
7 students

Year 4
66.6%
6 students

Year 5
75%
9 students

Year 7
80%
4 students

66.6%
8 students

Year 6
100%
12
students
33.3%3
students

92.2%
12
students
100%
13
students

50%
4 students

63.5%
7 students

33.3%
3 students

75%
6 students

27.2%
3 students

44.4%
4 students

41.6%
5 students

25%
3 students

60%
3 students

60%
3 students

Achievement by Whole School proportion of students “at” or “above” expectation at the end of 2020

Reading
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Number of
students

Percentage

48/74

65%
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Writing

45/74

61%

Maths

35/53

66%

Achievement by Maori/Pasifika students ( MOE targets) proportion of students “at” or “above” expectation at the
end of 2020
Maori

Pasifika

Reading

58.3%
14 students

100%
4 students

Writing

41.6%
10 students

50%
2 students

Maths

37.5%
9 students

50%
2 students

Achievement by Gender proportion of students “at” or “above” expectation at the end of 2020
Male

Female

Reading

57.7%
26 students

75.8%
22 students

Writing

55.5%
25 students

68.9%
20 students

Maths

62.2%
28 students

44.8%
13 students
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Achievement Actions
What did we do?

Outcomes
What happened?

Reasons for the variance
Why did it happen?

Refer to Maths EOY data.

There have been a number of
events that have impacted on the
progress and achievement of
Tomarata School students in this
assessment cycle. They are as
follows:

Evaluation
Where to next? Planning for
2021

Achievement:
Applied for MoE funded PLD
Maths for the whole of 2020: inschool PLD, observations and
modelling.
Online digital PAT testing and
analysis to ensure consistency of
administration, and reliability of
data (2 x per year to track
progress)
Assessment overview – updated
to enable consistent assessment
processes systems including a
new SMS (HERO) that included
building assessment knowledge
and capability, standardised OTJs
and moderation.
In-school PLD of data entry and
analysis.
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Successful application for 120
hours. PLD with a facilitator TOD,
Observations/feedback of practice
and modelling. January –
December.
This was a new initiative for
teachers. Most teachers were
engaged. Practice has improved
as identified through observations,
including student outcomes.
March PAT data provided reliable
information identifying learning
gaps within strands and target
students. This was new learning
for teachers and students which

●
●
●
●
●

COVID 19 pandemic resulting
in a Level 4 Lockdown and a
shorter Level 3 Lockdown
Variance in engagement levels
of students and whanau in at
home/online learning
Variance in type of schoolwork
provided by staff members
Changes in staff teaching
classes (long term relievers)
Irregular attendance of some
students’ post COVID
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Embed new systems and
structures of assessment overview
and HERO including:
A specific focus on students’
individual goal setting.
COL – focus on wellbeing will
support school’s maths focus on
individual goal setting and agency.
The structure of the problem
solving approach is expected to
further improve student
achievement. Continue with PLD
to embed new learning.
(Application for Ministry funded
PLD has been completed.)
RTLB and PLD facilitators will
work alongside teachers to assist
with strategies to use for
acceleration and raising
achievement of target students.

Tātaritanga raraunga
Updated RAPS (Raising
achievement plans) sheets to
ensure students identified are
catered for.
Consistent tracking of progress
and achievement.
Clear communication on where
students are in maths and where
they need to go.

provided teachers with deliberate
acts of teaching. It also identified
areas of learning need for
teachers which the facilitator was
able to support.
An audit of maths resources was
completed with the facilitator and
updated resources purchased and
supplied for each class.

Baseline data lacked validity and
reliability so targets were based on
distorted data.
Communication on where students
are in maths and where they need
to go will be a specific focus in
2021. The need to build teacher
capability was the first focus.

Problem solving – inquiry maths
approach school-wide
Appropriate resources purchased.
Staff PLD on accelerated progress
in maths.
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Other Actions
What did we do?

Outcomes
What happened?

Reasons for the variance
Why did it happen?

Evaluation
Where to next?

PROPERTY
Completed 5YA property plan with
Griffiths and Associates

New swimming changing sheds
built
Renovation of Rooms 2 & 3
Astroturf on courts
Old toilets removed and replaced
by a garden
Trees cleared for beginning of the
bike track
Orchard fenced
Chicken coop built
Pizza oven built
Cyclical maintenance of repairing
and painting occurred

Lack of funds prevented
completion of pump track; cricket
pitch upgrade, court shade and
wet weather corridors

Projects to pass over to next 5
year plan including upgrade of rata
Room; PE shed and kitchen

All school finances handled by
Leading Edge and accounting
using Xero successfully

N/A

Continued PD for office and
management staff

New Tomarata School Vision and
Values developed by staff, BOT
and community/parents. Teacher
Only Days/PD. Leaders PD
attended by Principal and Deputy
PrincipalThis is the basis of
everything we do at Tomarata
School.

COVID19 delayed progress of the
Action plan

PD with Schools That Deliver to
continue over 2021 including
Teacher Only Days and Leader’s
Days. Community and students to
be interviewed by the Action Team
and data collected.

PLD over the year with Lucie
Cheeseman involving all staff on
Problem solving Maths. This
included Teacher Only days and

COVID19 delayed progress of the
Action plan. Staff still require
further development of their
practice.

Further centrally funded MOE PLD
reapplied for 2021, with Lucie
Cheeseman , to embed Problem
solving Maths programme, and

Use of funds raised by PTA group
for upgrading of school

FINANCE
Move to Leading Edge Finance
Company
Move to Xero Finance package
PERSONNEL
Revisioning and Revaluing
Process with Schools That Deliver

MOE centrally funded PLD with
Lucie Cheeseman for Mathematics
for 2020
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internal in class PD/staff meetings.
New resources bought for
classroom programmes.
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
Maori Consultation Hui

Hui held on 19.02.20 and attended
by staff, parents and other
community members. Photos and
history of Tomarata and Tomarata
School shared.

Whanau Fun Nite

Whanau Fun Nite held on
24.02.2020 and attended by staff,
parents and students. A very
successful evening.

New parent morning teas

New parent morning teas were
held termly. Food supplied by
PTA. Successful events

Sports events

Sme school sports events were
held and supported greatly by
parents and family

Show day

Show Day held on the first Friday
of term 4. Organised very well by
Barbara Bartlett. High engagement
and attendance by students, staff
and community

Guy Fawkes Night
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continue to refine and develop
teacher pedagogy

Unfortunately none of our Maori
families attended. This is due to
the lack of a relationship with Ngati
Manuhiri

Sports events were greatly
affected by COVID 19 restrictions

Guy Fawkes fundraiser organised
extremely well by PTA. held on 13
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Visit to Ngati Manuhiri to be
arranged in 2021. Maori
curriculum and Action plan for
2021 to be formed

Tātaritanga raraunga

Kapa Haka

PTA-Helping Hands Group

Day 1 Interviews
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November. Huge community
support. $35,000 profit raised for
the school

Although highly successful there
were issues with traffic
management and toilet facilities

Kapa haka group formed with tutor
from MBS assisting, as well as
CRT teacher and parents.
Tomarata School students taken
to MBS to see their group in action

PTA to look at hiring a person with
event management experience to
help with the planning and
organisation of the Fireworks
Night.

Unfortunately the Kapa haka
group disbanded due to lack of
adult tutors being available

BOT to be approached with the
possibility of paying for a Kapa
Haka tutor so we can reform a
group. Rodney College to be
approached for tutoring fromYear
13 students.

PTA lost a number of members at
the end of the year- huge need to
build up numbers

Advertising and recruitment drive
to attract new members

PTA group reformed. Staff rep
assisted in all activities. Regular
meetings with the Principal held.
Day 1 interviews held on the first
day of school. 93% attendance by
parents. Huge opportunity for
teachers and families to form
relationships, and for teachers to
further their knowledge of their
students.
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PLANNING FOR NEXT YEAR

Areas of Focus/Next Steps
● Targets- to raise progress and achievement of all students, across all curriculum areas , to 80% of students performing at “at” or
“above”
● Ongoing whole school and teacher led inquiry into the needs of every student, especially target students
● Embed Problem solving Maths programme through centrally funded PLD ; continuing to build consistency and quality of practice
● Literacy review of writing at Tomarata School
● ALL initiative to increase pedagogical knowledge and practice of Literacy; particularly writing; and knowledge of Literacy
progressions
● embedding the use of assessment; data entry; data analysis and planning to ensure progress and achievement/acceleration
● continued PD with Schools That Deliver on Vision development and embedding of values
● CoL initiative on Health and Wellbeing; PB4L; Health and PE with Sport Aktiv Northland
● Continue to explore and develop opportunities to build learning focused partnerships with parents, whanau and families, especially
with our Maori whanau and Ngati Manuhiri
● To work effectively with the SAF/ERO team to ensure student achievement is raised, and teacher pedagogy improved
● To embed the use of the HERO SMS system for accurate data collection
● Development of student goal setting and agency
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